Product Sheet

Nexus GO
Cards as a Service

Sleek solution for access cards, photo ID
badges and key fobs as a service
Producing your access cards, photo ID cards, key fobs and tags on premise
is a complicated, costly and time-consuming task. With Nexus GO Cards as a
Service, you can outsource the production and order ready-to-use cards and
key fobs with only a few clicks.
Convenient
Log in and order your
uniquely configured
cards and key fobs
with a few clicks.
Reliable
The credentials you
order arrive on time
and with the right
configurations.
Cost-effective
No need to pay
for onsite printer
hardware, qualified
staff or maintenance.
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Mobile
Order via the mobile
app or online from
any computer.

Many organizations want to get access
cards, photo ID badges and key fobs
as a service, since they want to focus
on their core business. Even so, many
organizations produce their credentials
on premise since it can be hard to find
a supplier who can deliver new cards
and key fobs cost effectively, reliably,
conveniently and quickly.
Nexus GO Cards as a Service solves
this problem. The Nexus service has a
proven business case, guarantees high
quality, offers unlimited flexibility in its
production capacity and offers a priority
delivery option.
Digital step-by-step process
The first step is to set up a personalized
online catalogue of pre-configured cards and
key fobs. There are a lot of different types of
card technologies, access control systems,
and visible security features on cards, which
makes it a complex task to understand
what types of cards and configurations your
organization needs.

Some vendors handle this process manually,
but Nexus has designed a digital stepby-step process that guides customers
to the right cards for their access control
environments. If you need personal help,
Nexus’s experts are ready to assist.
Streamlined user experience
When the initial setup is done, ordering
the right credentials and accessories, such
as card holders and lanyards, could not be
easier. The Nexus GO Cards as a Service
experience has been designed to be as
streamlined as possible, even allowing
the users order their own credentials and
accessories. After you or your users log in,
your uniquely personalized cards and key
fobs are presented to you, and you just have
to add personal information – everything else
is handled by Nexus.
Nexus is delivering ready-to-use cards and
key fobs to addresses throughout Europe.
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Key features
• At the end of every month, you receive a report listing the cards that will expire the following month, allowing
you to be proactive and make sure that your users always have a valid card.
• The priority service option gives you high-priority credentials faster than usual: orders placed before noon
will be sent the same day.
• Cards and key fobs can be ordered in batches for re-badging projects or new installations.
• All orders are approved by the responsible people in your organization before being processed.
• It is easy to integrate the ordering portal with your existing systems, such as your intranet or identity and
access management software.
• There are several options for photo capturing: you can use a web camera, mobile camera or a public photo
booth with photo code, or simply upload a picture.
• You can place orders online from any computer or through the Nexus GO Cards as a Service app for iOS
and Android.

9 easy steps to get going with Nexus GO Cards as a Service







1 Create an account on the

2 Choose if you want

online portal Nexus GO.
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3 Select which technologies

cards or key fobs.

you want to use.
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4 Configure the card or key fob

5 Add the logotype you want to use and

technologies to fit your access
control systems.




7 If you want to set up several different
pre-configured cards or key fobs in
your organization’s personalized online
catalog, repeat steps 2-6.

enter design instructions – Nexus’s graphic
designers will create your design.







8 Select an invoice address,
accept the terms and confirm
the card request.

6 Select what card accessories you
want to make available to order,
such as card holders or lanyards.




9 You will get an account and a
login to the ordering portal when
your organization’s personalized
online catalog is set up.
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How to order a new card in Nexus GO Cards as a Service




1 Login to the ordering portal.


2 Choose between the pre-

3 If you have chosen a card,

configured cards and key
fobs in your organization’s
personalized online catalog.

type in the card holders
personal information.





4 If you have chosen a photo ID
badge, upload a picture of the
card holder, or take a new picture
straight from the ordering portal.



5 Choose what card accessories to
order, such as a lanyard with your
organizations logotype and a card
holder in hard plastics.

delivery. If you choose priority delivery
and order before noon, Nexus will send
the card the same day.

 



7 Review and place your order.

6 Choose between normal or priority

8 Get the new card or key fob
delivered to your door, ready
to use with your access control
systems.

Proven business cases

Using Nexus GO Cards as a Service is cost-effective compared to producing your access cards
and photo ID badges on premise.

100 Cards per year

1,000 Cards per year

10,000 Cards per year

Typical price using Nexus GO
Cards as a Service*
9€ per card

Typical price using Nexus GO
Cards as a Service*
9€ per card

Typical price using Nexus GO
Cards as a Service*
9€ per card

Typical cost producing cards
on premise**
220€ per card

Typical cost producing cards
on premise**
43€ per card

Typical cost producing cards
on premise**
17€ per card

Total savings using Nexus GO
Cards as a Service
21,000€

Total savings using Nexus GO
Cards as a Service
33,000€

Total savings using Nexus GO
Cards as a Service
60,000€

* The exact price per card in Nexus GO Cards as a Service depends on what card technologies you choose.
** Included in the calculation are the costs for equipment, software, staff, space, maintenance, consumables and fallout.
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